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playing games has become a way for many students to unwind and pass the
time while completing assignments. new research by the american marketing
association, the u.s. games industry trade association, found that more than
45% of students who use games to manage their school workload reported
that they use games more often than other types of entertainment, such as

watching tv and listening to music. the study covered the class of 2013 at 107
public and private high schools across the country. the most commonly used
“classroom-based” game genres are: social games, puzzle games, and role-

playing games. while credit cards are a familiar and convenient way to pay in
modern society, they are also an outdated and insecure way to conduct

transactions. fintech is transforming payments by allowing payment channels
and assets to be securely owned and operated by participants, not large
institutions. fintechs promise to lower costs, drive innovation, and create
greater economic opportunity by connecting consumers, merchants, and

financial institutions through a host of digital services in the area of payments,
payments infrastructure, and more. central to this transformation is fintechs

ability to build new relationships and offer consumers improved financial
products and services through a unified platform.3 with a user base of over

600 million across mobile devices and pcs, the pokémon trading card game or
pokémon tcg (kartenspiel pokémon), is one of the best-selling game franchises

in history. the biggest part of the game is a trading and battling card game,
called pokémon duel. the game was the first to introduce the concept of
trading cards to japan, in 1995. it has sold over 450 million cards and 96

million games worldwide to this day. although the premise of the game was
founded in japan, the tcg has gained popularity in many other countries,

including the united states and the united kingdom.
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